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The findings from this study conclude that teachers and parents of students who attend year- Teachers who work in
year-round schools have had positive.

Many school board members are thinking about changing how long kids attend school. Most schools are
sticking with their normal routine, while others are trying something completely new to everyone. Schools
may operate on a single-track schedule where all students are on the same calendar and get the same holidays
off, or a multi-rack schedule, which has groups of students attending school at different times with different
vacations. The government calls it: Year-Round School. The studies and the schools that have gone ahead and
implemented the program have seen both good things and bad things in their findings Supporters of year
round school claim it gives the student a better education. The Board of Education should make all schools in
the United States year-round to increase educational time and decrease the loss of knowledge over the breaks.
A large amount of surveyed people in studies shows that the school year should remain the same length. Many
parents and teachers consider this division of time conflicting when dealing with scheduling of community
programs or additional summer employment opportunities, along with the cost becoming too great to keep
students within the A uniform calendar was established in that is the traditional calendar of today. For most
children and teens, the phrase conjures up images of hot, sunny days and vacations with the whole family to
far-off places. This is a schooling method many individuals are probably familiar with. Students receive the
same amount of instructional time as a traditional school. Public education is paid by through our taxes. Many
year-round schools simply reorganize the standard hundred and eighty-day school year Back when schools
had just began, summers were necessary because children needed to help their families by working on their
families farms. But this year is different. The introduction of year-round education, though it clearly makes
more sense for todays students, is still a relatively new concept and therefore is subject to a lot of speculation.
In contrast, many schools in urban areas were open for eleven or twelve months. Local school boards and
superintendents gave students months off so that students could help their parents with harvesting crops and
caring for the farm. Will year round schooling help or benefit the schools of the United States and society? By
the middle of the nineteenth century rural areas the school year lasted for five to six months, based on the
harvest schedule. Studies have been inconclusive to its academic benefits. BC School Districts currently
follow a traditional school year calendar with students attending school approximately days, most with a two
week break in winter and spring and two months off during the summer months. The traditional system uses
nine of the twelve months of the year to teach students, and leaves the remaining three to be used as summer
vacation for students and teachers.


